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it does not apply to such uniforms as those worn by the Salva-
tion Army or hospital nurses, and to prevent frivolous or
malicious prosecutions the assent of a Law Officer of the
Crown is first required. The only exception is that political
uniforms may be worn on ceremonial or commemorative occa-
sions by special permission of the police. Any body which pro-
poses to train or equip its members to usurp the defences of the
police or military, or to use force with a political object, is
illegal, and it will be an offence if the organisation gives reason-
able grounds for supposing that these are its purposes. The
right to demonstrate is not destroyed, but the carrying of offen-
sive weapons is prohibited; abusive or threatening language or be-
haviour is an offence, and the police will now have power to arrest
rowdies imported to interrupt meetings. This Bill is so generally
approved that the second reading was carried without a division.
germany and japan
Germany and Japan are about to sign an agreement against
Communism, which is less than a formal alliance, but more
than a mere declaration. The purpose of the agreement is said
to be to unite anti-Communist Powers. It is not directed
against China; indeed, Japan wishes to include China in the
league. The Japanese had hoped originally to include Great
Britain, but Great Britain was unwilling to join in a proposal
which would divide the world into Fascist and Communist blocs.
madrid
The fiercest fighting still goes on along the River Manzanares.
Three insurgent tanks succeeded in crossing by the new bridge,
supported by Moorish infantry, who were driven back, the
Moors losing heavily. General Miaja, the President of the
Defence Junta, yesterday invited Press correspondents to visit
the morgue and inspect a box dropped from an insurgent
aeroplane attached to a parachute. It contained the mutilated
body of a Government airman, whose name the General gave.
Those who went to the morgue were shown the box full of
flesh and bone wrapped in linen.
At Rio Tinto, Communist miners from the mines are taking
refuge in the hills. Insurgent forces continue to clean up the
district, where numbers of miners and other Rio Tinto em-
ployees have been shot.
A record run to glasgow
The world's record for a long-distance non-stop steam rail-
way journey was made in a journey of 401^ miles between
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